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This prosecution involves factor medication, which is a special, expensive medication used
to treat hemophilia, a blood clotting disease
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El acetato de aluminio o el so tambiactan como astringentes
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"It is critical that we continue to support American families through this program
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Although patients with glands larger than 40 g are more likely to have obstructive
symptoms than patients with smaller glands, symptoms can occur in anyone.
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The city’s public health programs may not be a cure, but for a few minutes, the van offers addicts
a chance, a place to be themselves — addiction and all — without shame.
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This sort of talk is out of line with the usual hard news I report but clearly something is not
right with this planet
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Depending on the severity of the infection, the dose may be increased to 2.5 mg/lb (5 mg/kg) once
daily
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When the current through an inductor changes, so does the voltage across it
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Naquela noite, Lilly Kane foi encontrada brutalmente assassinada
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Pomembna je tudi koncentracija cvetnega prahu v zraku, katero spremljajo na Dravnem
zavodu, kjer merijo koncentracijo posameznih vrst cvetnega prahu po dnevih, vasih celo
tekom enega dneva vekrat
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I must say you’ve done a great job with this
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